
Grade 5 SCIENCE Curriculum revised 2018-2019 
 

Unit 6 Overview 
Robotics and Automation 

 Weeks  27- 32 
Alma School District’s Science Curriculum is an investigative, problem-solving 
curriculum aligned with Arkansas Department of Education Science Standards and 
delivered through NGSS performance expectations which are developed through 
Engineering Practices, Disciplinary Core Ideas, and Crosscutting Concepts  

Stage 1 - Desired Results 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
Focus standards are the big ideas of science and the content emphasis of the unit 
modules. Supporting standards are addressed through instruction and should help 
guide instructional decisions to meet focus standards. Once introduced, both focus 
standards and supporting standards should be used and applied throughout the year. 
Grade 5 Science Year At A Glance 

Science and Engineering Practices 
Science and Engineering Practices will be explicitly taught at the beginning of each 
school year and should then be embedded in classroom instruction, discussions and 
activities.  They describe the kind of scientific teaching and learning to be fostered in 
the classroom. Not every Science and Engineering Practice (SEP) will be present in 
every lesson, but every lesson will involve some of the SEPs. And all 8 SEPs will be 
routinely expected throughout.  

Crosscutting Concepts 
Students are expected to demonstrate grade-appropriate understanding of the 
Crosscutting Concepts: Patterns, Cause and Effect, Scale, Proportion, and Quantity, 
Energy and Matter, Systems and Systems Models, Structure and Function, Stability 
and Change, and the influence of Engineering, Technology, and Science on society 
and the natural world as organizing concepts for the disciplinary core ideas. 

STANDARDS  PRACTICES 

Investigation 1 -  Robotics and Automation (10 days) 

5-ESS3-1  
Obtain and combine information about ways individual communities use science 
ideas to protect the Earth’s resources and environment. 
5-ETS1-1  
Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes 
specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, or cost.  

SEP 1: Ask 
questions (science) 
and define 
problems 
(engineering) 
SEP 2: Develop 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Nwe93cz8QY_b3KO0L7Q015x10Zni2ysO
https://www.nextgenscience.org/overview-dci
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1n_OHm0OZSn-WXSWyIjuSg1kF5IcZpy46
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Nxc2jGXOBbVexQOYGM3SvMusBaPds4Vcn1J7krgT1GM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Nwe93cz8QY_b3KO0L7Q015x10Zni2ysO
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XERGT-dEefin0YemPjE-X-c2KiBTSP9m


5-ETS1-2  
Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how 
well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.  
5-ETS1-3  
Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure points 
are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved. 

and use models 
SEP 6: Construct 
explanations 
(science) and 
design solutions 
(engineering) 
SEP 8: Obtain, 
evaluate, and 
communicate 
information 

Investigation 2 - Robotics and Automation Challenge  ( days) 

5-ESS3-1  
Obtain and combine information about ways individual communities use science 
ideas to protect the Earth’s resources and environment. 
5-PS2-1  
Support an argument that the gravitational force exerted by Earth on objects is 
directed down. 
5-ETS1-1  
Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes 
specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, or cost.  
5-ETS1-2  
Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how 
well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.  
5-ETS1-3  
Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure points 
are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved. 

SEP 1: Ask 
questions (science) 
and define 
problems 
(engineering) 
SEP 2: Develop 
and use models 
SEP 3: Plan and 
carry out 
investigations 
SEP 4: Analyze 
and interpret data 
SEP 5: Use 
mathematics and 
computational 
thinking 
SEP 8: Obtain, 
evaluate, and 
communicate 
information 

 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
Investigation 1 

● How can automation and robotics be used to protect the Earth’s resources and 
environment? 

● How can the engineering design process be applied in daily life? 
Investigation 2 

●  
●  

ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 
● Engineers use a step by step approach of looking at and solving a problem called the 

design process 
● Engineers and designers create new products and technology to meet a need or want 

that meets specific criteria for success, including constraints on materials, time, and 



cost 
● Prototypes can be evaluated and improved upon by a series of fair and controlled 

tests to identify a product’s strengths and limitations 
● Engineers write down everything they do to document their work, organize their 

thoughts, and also share their work with peers and get feedback 
● Automation and robotics can be used to complete a task that would cause a safety 

hazard for humans 
● Sensors provide input to automated and robotic systems which can be used to adjust 

the behavior of outputs 
● The science and application of automation and robotics can be applied to protect the 

Earth’s resources and environment 

KNOWLEDGE/CONCEPTS 
Students will know how to… 
● Explain what happens at each 

step of the design process 
● State questions engineers 

may ask when gathering 
information about a situation 
people may want to change  

● Identify the differences 
between invention and 
innovation 

● Identify applications of robot 
technology used to complete 
dangerous tasks 

● Identify inputs and outputs 
within a robotic system  

SKILLS 
Students will be able to… 

● Follow a step by step 
approach to solving a 
problem 

● Identify specific 
constraints such as 
materials, time, or cost 
that engineers and 
designer must take into 
account given a specific 
design problem 

● Brainstorm and evaluate 
existing solutions to a 
design problem 

● Generate multiple 
solutions to a design 
problem, taking into 
account criteria and 
constraints 

● Use a decision matrix to 
compare multiple 
possible solutions to a 
design problem and 
select on to develop, 
taking into account how 
well each solution meets 
the criteria and 
constraints of the 
problem 

● Plan fair tests in which 
variables are controlled 
to identify a product’s 
strengths and limitations 

● Perform fair tests in 

DOK 



which variables are 
controlled to identify a 
product’s strengths and 
limitations 

● Organize and maintain 
an engineering notebook 
to document work 

● Share findings and 
conclusions with an 
audience 

● Use motors and sensors 
to solve robotic problems 

● Design a control system 
to use sensor feedback 
to make decisions 

● Demonstrate the 
functionalities of a 
vehicle designed to 
complete a task related 
to protecting the Earth’s 
resources and 
environment 

● Draw evidence from 
informational texts to 
support analysis, 
reflection, and research 
on robotics 

● Select appropriate tools 
to strategically solve a 
robotics problem 

SUPPORTING STANDARDS 
 Common Core ELA 

 

● RI.5.1 Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says 

explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text. 

● RI.5.7 Draw on information from multiple print or digital sources, 

demonstrating the ability to locate an answer to a question quickly or to solve 

a problem efficiently. 

● RI.5.9 Integrate information from several texts on the same topic in order to 

write or speak about the subject knowledgeably. 

● W.5.7 Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build 

knowledge through investigation of different aspects of a topic. 

● W.5.8 Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant 

information from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase 

information in notes and finished work, and provide a list of sources. 

● W.5.9 Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support 

analysis, reflection, and research. 



Common Core Math 

● MP.2 Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 

● MP.4 Model with mathematics. 

● MP.5 Use appropriate tools strategically. 

● 3-5.OA Operations and Algebraic Thinking 

● 5.G.A.1 Use a pair of perpendicular number lines, called axes, to define 

a coordinate system, with the intersection of the lines (the origin) 

arranged to coincide with the 0 on each line and a given point in the 

plane located by using an ordered pair of numbers, called its 

coordinates. Understand that the first number indicates how far to 

travel from the origin in the direction of one axis, and the second 

number indicates how far to travel in the direction of the second axis, 

with the convention that the names of the two axes and the 

coordinates correspond (e.g., x-axis and x-coordinate, y-axis and 

y-coordinate). 

● 5.G.A.1 Use a pair of perpendicular number lines, called axes, to define 

a coordinate system, with the intersection of the lines (the origin) 

arranged to coincide with the 0 on each line and a given point in the 

plane located by using an ordered pair of numbers, called its 

coordinates. Understand that the first number indicates how far to 

travel from the origin in the direction of one axis, and the second 

number indicates how far to travel in the direction of the second axis, 

with the convention that the names of the two axes and the 

coordinates correspond (e.g., x-axis and x-coordinate, y-axis and 

y-coordinate). 

 

 

STAGE 2 - ASSESSMENTS 
In addition to the following required diagnostic assessments, each investigation will 
contain numerous informal formative assessments to be used to differentiate and 
reteach identified concepts. 

Assessment Protocol 
Reflective Assessment Practice 

ASSESSMENT 1  
(@ 1-2 weeks) 

ASSESSMENT 2 
(@ 3-4 weeks) 

ASSESSMENT 3 
(@ 5-6 weeks) 

STAGE 3 - LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

Lessons in stage 3 are organized into 2 major Investigations that have a 



3-dimensional design that inter-connects the Disciplinary Core Ideas (content 
standards), Science and Engineering Practices and Crosscutting Concepts. Each 
Investigation contains 5-6 sessions designed to provide students opportunities to work 
on carefully designed tasks that vary in difficulty, context, and types. The tasks 
included in the sessions are Activity, Discussion, Laboratory Investigation, 
Assessment (informal formative assessment), and Session Follow-Up (reflection 
and/or review).  These components of the sessions within each Investigation reveal 
students’ content knowledge and elicit evidence of scientific reasoning and 
engineering behaviors. These tasks provide an important opportunity to connect 
content and practices. 

Each Investigation is designed to be taught:  
● using collaborative strategies such as Kagan 
● using technology such as a Chromebook and/or an iPad AND a Learning 

Management System (LMS) such as Google Classroom through which 
teachers share digital resources/assignments with students 

● using a lab notebook (launch log) and 5Es and/or CER to assist students in 
collaborating, analyzing and reflecting on their work 

NGSS, The 5Es of Science Instruction 
5E Model for Teaching Inquiry Science 

Key Components of the 5E Model 
(CER) Claims + Evidence + Reasoning = Explanation 

Airedale CER 
CER Graphic Organizer 

Learning Goal 
(Each session is 1 day unless 

 otherwise noted) 

Lesson/Task 
Introduce materials: 

iPads and launch logs 
will be used throughout 
lessons of the unit 
All materials in the PDFs are also 
available to students when 
teachers set up their digital 
classrooms (expected) 

Resources/ 
Materials 

Investigation 1: Robotics and Automation (10 days) 

Investigation 1:  
Vocabulary 

robot                                  robotics 
engineer                            design process 
inputs                                 outputs 
sensors                             criteria 
constraints  

Session 1.1: (1-2 days)  Session 1.1: Activity 1:  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BRZDaB5XLMyUx1BNjQsAIM2MMyD8GoKA7XI5-CVRiko
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ythXHK0xRhz1IGLudboz40pnsggua9F4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ythXHK0xRhz1IGLudboz40pnsggua9F4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yL_Xhy5_I5HEabC4hEaZmY10jd9ScEl4
http://nextgenerationscience.weebly.com/5-es-of-science-instruction.html
http://www.bioedonline.org/videos/supplemental-videos/5e-model-for-teaching-inquiry-science/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10ckbmg0nuDlVrmz88Yfa56w6RMd_Z_Fx9cOkb2ZI5jI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Wx2ejqaJQi7Ucsad-fxgCXF1rtDQFN2YK37bIb190W0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iGG02uDdK4Ojb_EWRTkoKohEhfG9JW3YoXkwcpj-eZY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ecB5er4V0Da-RBhbKnQZ8zI7o-Wy9Tq9


Students will  
● Explain what happens at each step 

of the design process 
● State questions that engineers may 

ask when gathering information 
about a situation people want to 
change 

● Identify the differences between 
invention and innovation 

● Identify applications of robot 
technology used to complete 
dangerous tasks 

● Share findings and conclusions with 
an audience 

● Draw evidence from informational 
texts to support analysis, reflection, 
and research on robotics  

Introduction to Robotics 
 
Introductory Story: 
 
Suggested website: 

https://robots.ieee.org/ 
 
Suggested printed materials: 

National Geographic Readers: 

Robots, by Melissa Stewart 

DK Eyewitness Books: Robot, 
by Roger Bridgman 

TIME for Kids Explorers: 

Robots, by Mark Shulman 

 
Part 1: Research 
     K-W-L chart 
Part 2: Explore 
     Types of Robots 
Part 3: Design Process 
    Video 
    Diagram 
 
Conclusion Questions: 

 
iPad apps: 
Inkling 
Internet browser for 
Robotics link 
Popplet 
 
 
 

 

Session 1.2: (1 day) 
Students will  

● Identify inputs and outputs within a 
robotic system 

 
 

 

 

Session 1.2: Activity 2: Inputs 
and Outputs  
 
Inputs and Outputs Worksheet 
 
Key - Inputs and Outputs 
Worksheet 
 
VEX IQ Trouble Shooting Flowchart 
 
Conclusion Questions: 

Kagan Structure - 
Shoulder Partners 
Management Mat 
 
VEX IQ Robot Design 
Kit - 1 per team 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Session 1.3: (1 day) 
Students will  

● Identify the differences between 
invention and innovation 

Session 1.3: Activity 3: Create a 
Toy 
 
Conclusion Questions: 

VEX IQ Robot Design 
Kit - 1 per team 
 
iPad apps: 
Inkling 

Session 1.4: (1-2 days) 
Students will 

● Use motors and sensors to solve 
robotic problems 

● Design a control system to use 
sensor feedback to make decisions 

 

Session 1.4: Project: Build a 
Robot 
 
Select the Chassis in Fusion 

360 
 

 
VEX IQ Robot Design 
Kit - 1 per team 
 
iPad apps: 
Inkling 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rD5dMYVezDlLjlzak54X8GgsGes7j4-g
https://robots.ieee.org/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FAFN9DtEFpqE0-9bDRcLlZUyTl8wYUSfs-_HyA6_SbI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bUVhonnY1Mz70BHiO9sKEvwYSxNCGoithOZr7HD2Hak
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bUVhonnY1Mz70BHiO9sKEvwYSxNCGoithOZr7HD2Hak
https://drive.google.com/open?id=10f0dHt08MsHwi3rwgyHjUREYYoD2lrs7
https://drive.google.com/a/almasd.net/file/d/1ANz7sDqZWdlci4L6Nfxjh_T-OA1LWMrY/view?usp=sharing
http://a360.co/2zFFQCK


Conclusion Questions: Internet browser for 
Robotics link 
 

Session 1.5: (2-3 days) 
Students will 

● Explain what happens at each step 
of the design process 

● State questions that engineers may 
ask when gathering information 
about a situation people want to 
change 

● Identify the differences between 
invention and innovation 

● Identify applications of robot 
technology used to complete 
dangerous tasks 

● Share findings and conclusions with 
an audience 

● Draw evidence from informational 
texts to support analysis, reflection, 
and research on robotics  

● Identify inputs and outputs within a 
robotic system 

● Generate multiple solutions to a 
design problem while taking into 
account criteria and constraints 

● Use a decision matrix to compare 
multiple possible solutions to a 
design problem and select one to 
develop, taking into account how 
well each solution meets the criteria 
and constraints of the problem 

● Organize and maintain an 
engineering notebook to document 
work 

● Share findings and conclusions with 
an audience 

● Use motors and sensors to solve 
robotic problems 

● Design a control system to use 
sensor feedback to make decisions 

● Demonstrate the functionalities of a 
vehicle designed to complete a task 
related to protecting the Earth’s 
resources and environment 

Session 1.5: Problem: 
Environmental Design Problem 
 
Decision Matrix 
 
 
Conclusion Questions: 
 

VEX IQ Robot Design 
Kit - 1 per team 
 
iPad apps: 
Inkling 
Internet browser for 
Robotics link 

Session 1.6: ASSESSMENT (1 day) 
Students will 

● Complete the check for 
understanding assignment 

Session 1.6: Assessment 
 
Check for Understanding: 
Robotics and Automation 
 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eit1FaKsCX8SIBz3HHoK02XnkkkS7qkZE3CU2Az7pfY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GCc_L1Vq5HTE_B-5MKh-OD9aFlXK4-rqUg-5wam0K9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GCc_L1Vq5HTE_B-5MKh-OD9aFlXK4-rqUg-5wam0K9M


Key - Check for Understanding: 
Robotics and Automation  

Investigation 2: Robotics and Automation Challenge (10 days) 

Investigation 2:  
Vocabulary 

inputs                                    robots 
program                                code 
automated systems             execute 

Session 2.1: (1 day) 
Students will 

● Explain what happens at each step 
of the design process 

● State questions that engineers may 
ask when gathering information 
about a situation people want to 
change 

● Identify the differences between 
invention and innovation 

● Describe the characteristics of 
automation systems, including 
automatic guided vehicles 

 

Session 2.1: Activity 1: Why 
Automation? 
 
            Suggested website: 

https://robots.ieee.org/search/ 

Suggested printed 

materials: 

National Geographic 

Readers: Robots, by Melissa 

Stewart 

DK Eyewitness Books: 

Robot, by Roger Bridgman 

TIME for Kids Explorers: 

Robots, by Mark Shulman 

 
Introductory Story: Why 
Automation? 

PLTW Program 

Software 
VEX IQ 

Troubleshooti

ng Flowchart 
 
Robotics and 

Automation: 

Challenge 

Frameworks 
 
PLTW 

Technical 

Support 

Session 2.2: (1-2 days) 
Students will 

● Identify inputs and outputs within a 
robotic system 

● Identify software and hardware 
within a robotic system 

Session 2.2: Activity 2: 
Introduction to Programming 
 
Procedure: 
 
Conclusion Questions: 

 
 

Session 2.3: (2-3 days) 
Students will 

● Identify inputs and outputs within a 
robotic system 

● Identify software and hardware 
within a robotic system 

● Apply basic commands used to 
program a robotic system 

 

 

 

Session 2.3: Activity 3: Input 
and Output Programming 
 
Viewing Fusion 360 Assembly 
Instructions 
 
Input/Output Programming QUIZ 
 
KEY - Input/Output Programming 
QUIZ 

VEX IQ robot design 
kit 
 
iPad apps: 
Inkling 
Internet browser for 
Fusion 360 links 
Modkit for VEX 

Session 2.4: (1-2 days) 
Students will 

● Apply basic commands used to 

Session 2.4: Project: 
Programming Challenge 

VEX IQ robot design 
kit 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1P9hFpQzA83BnV8rNEuh8JjiMdFwZ0du5UXtDkwzEgek
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1P9hFpQzA83BnV8rNEuh8JjiMdFwZ0du5UXtDkwzEgek
https://robots.ieee.org/search/
https://www.pltw.org/pltw-software
https://www.pltw.org/pltw-software
https://s3.amazonaws.com/support-downloads.pltw.org/2016-17/RobotC/Troubleshooting/Stand-alone/VEX_Robot_Troubleshooting_Flowchart_0811+(5).pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/support-downloads.pltw.org/2016-17/RobotC/Troubleshooting/Stand-alone/VEX_Robot_Troubleshooting_Flowchart_0811+(5).pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/support-downloads.pltw.org/2016-17/RobotC/Troubleshooting/Stand-alone/VEX_Robot_Troubleshooting_Flowchart_0811+(5).pdf
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/f08f190e2e824ce49a1eefbddf6f0838/p/0ff288d9ed2646c8872f4a36d4747980
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/f08f190e2e824ce49a1eefbddf6f0838/p/0ff288d9ed2646c8872f4a36d4747980
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/f08f190e2e824ce49a1eefbddf6f0838/p/0ff288d9ed2646c8872f4a36d4747980
https://pltw.read.inkling.com/a/b/f08f190e2e824ce49a1eefbddf6f0838/p/0ff288d9ed2646c8872f4a36d4747980
https://www.pltw.org/pltw-technical-support
https://www.pltw.org/pltw-technical-support
https://www.pltw.org/pltw-technical-support
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15yz-W-mV_fTiKee5c0vP-0BSjCNGfS_0mFrIuvlr0UY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=15yz-W-mV_fTiKee5c0vP-0BSjCNGfS_0mFrIuvlr0UY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tyjoHmRERjLSgHPGi5a27p8Jz27K97SyjkBP24Bl9MQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12-X3VREhQMTviwE7BDQP8zSozRgN5m0ZEuto1SbZ41Q
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12-X3VREhQMTviwE7BDQP8zSozRgN5m0ZEuto1SbZ41Q


program a robotic system 
● Design a control system to use 

sensor feedback to make decisions 

VEX IQ Challenge 
half field 
Blocks  

Session 2.5: (1-2 days) 
Students will 

● Brainstorm and evaluate existing 
solutions to a design problem 

● Generate multiple solutions to a 
design problem while taking into 
account criteria and constraints 

● Use a decision matrix to compare 
multiple possible solutions to a 
design problem and select one to 
develop, taking into account how 
well each solution meets the criteria 
and constraints of the problem 

Session 2.5: Problem: 
Autonomous Vehicle Challenge 

VEX IQ robot design 
kit 
VEX IQ Challenge 
field 
Blocks 

Session 2.6: ASSESSMENT (1 day) 
Students will 

● Complete the check for 
understanding assignment 

Session 2.6: Assessment 
 
Check for Understanding: 
Robotics and Automation 
Challenge 
 
Key - Check for Understanding: 
Robotics and Automation 
Challenge 

 

Reminder:  
  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sDbj4CjnZrhe_DFGxtdz6SVYtslFR1MHXsoTelynkAo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sDbj4CjnZrhe_DFGxtdz6SVYtslFR1MHXsoTelynkAo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sDbj4CjnZrhe_DFGxtdz6SVYtslFR1MHXsoTelynkAo
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lJq4rzMHMzbEfrAHY3iMLBR7ELTcqNWAyLf1DetaqtI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lJq4rzMHMzbEfrAHY3iMLBR7ELTcqNWAyLf1DetaqtI
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lJq4rzMHMzbEfrAHY3iMLBR7ELTcqNWAyLf1DetaqtI

